MOTHER EARTH IS CALLING!

Could you be so kind, Dear Human Beings,
To pay me a few minutes of your attention?
"Mother Earth",

As a lot of you heard, I heard the Ocean calling, last Summer.
but it seems to me, who welcome him to live and who very well know him,
that he was disappointed not to being better understood.
So, I have to help him by calling you too.

As I am, since an important mutation occurred, the cradle of Human Beings,
I have the feeling of a kind of responsibility,
in this accomplishment of life that was, by the way, given to me,
face to the lack of conscious of Humans, to whom I also give housing.
Some of them even say "Mother Earth"

SO IT IS WITH A PREOCCUPATION FOR THEIR SURVIVAL IN DANGER
that I address Humans as if they were my own children.

Then, I am thus trying to have towards them a good Mother’s attitude,
with a view to go along with her children until they are responsible teenagers,
by referring, in a first time, to their hearths.

ON BEHALF OF HUMANITY SURVIVAL AND NOT OF MY OWN SURVIVAL
“Respecting the Other as an other myself”
looks like a concept too much difficult to be understood,
except teaching it from early childhood,
thanks to your education of loving parents, then to School Education...

ON BEHALF OF LIFE, UNIQUE PRIVILEDGE WITHIN OUR GALAXY
“Respecting all lives” (UNESCO, Manifesto 2000)
seems sometimes not important for a lot of you.
Are you conscious of the whole exceptional conditions
that allowed the "sapiens sapiens" Human whom you are
to have the benefit of a privileged place on Mother Earth?
ON BEHALF OF SPRING WATER SOURCE OF LIFE, FOR IT, NOT TO KILL
Respecting that source of life, gift to Humans, and which is slowly-slowly destroyed.
I will not miss water, but Human beings, even the richest or the most powerful will miss fresh
water, since no more potable, or because they will be overflow, thanks to the climate change.
Who remember that the top of Montmartre Hill, in Paris, was an island?
Nobody, since Humans were not yet on Planet Earth...

ON BEHALF OF THE WIND, SORRY TO PROVIDE DESERT OR DELUGE
Did you think of the climate change which is going quicker and quicker,
thanks to selfishness of some ones no respecting the others?
Did you think to educate your children on the water cycle
and on the forest that can provide its proper rain, if it is not destroyed...
I knew a lot of other climate changes, this is my destiny,
But, then, the Human who has Science and Wisdom was not yet here...

ON BEHALF OF BASIC RESOURCES FOR HUMAN KIND
Please share with equity Sun, Air, Fresh Water...
But, also, do not overpass using mineral resources
since they look like progress or wonderful, but non-useful, even negative buildings,
as it is the case when using sand present everywhere
and, by the way, avoiding it to protect seaside or riversides and the basement of buildings,
as it should be its vocation.

ON BEHALF OF REMEMBRANCE AND MUTUAL RESPECT BETWEEN HUMAN BEINGS
Please do not destroy human life,
accomplishment of an evolution integrated in the Nature of which you are a part,
fruit from irreversible privileged moments, of which you seem not to be conscious.
My proper “life” will go on, as it was before Humans appear,
but, I do appreciate your company and it is my pleasure
to hearing you telling “protecting the Planet”,
that corresponds, in fact, to protect your own survival...

ON BEHALF OF HUMAN HERITAGE ANYWHERE VISIBLE ON MOTHER EARTH
Kindly act for safeguarding cultural diversity of which heritage is testifying:
all Human Beings you are have right to an equal dignity,
but your genuine richness is the richness of your diversity.
“It is because it was me, it is because it was him” could we learn one day!

ON BEHALF OF HUMAN HERITAGE LOCATED WITHIN EARTH OR WATER
Since I am welcoming you, a part of your heritage is underground,
necropolis or cities built one above the others,
as well as a part of them is underwater,
testifying your activities along the rivers, all over the world,
or your courage to face the challenge of the Ocean!
Do not allow it disappearing forever!
ON BEHALF OF FORGOTTEN TRADITION BECAUSE OF MODERNITY
Please respect knowledge and cleverness of those who came before you.
When the Sahara was a sea, may be you forgot it, since you were not then,
the Albian strata kept that water, today underground,
allowing nowadays to provide with water cattle crossing by the desert
or palm-trees oasis providing shadow to fruit-trees and cultures
and, by the way, allowing urban life within such unwelcoming places.

ON BEHALF OF HUMAN CREATIVITY ON PLANET EARTH
Since your mind is associated with your hand,
when the inch finger was able to face the other ones,
allowing you to invent, make tools, transfer your skills and knowledge to your children,
and enrich their environment, inventions and discoveries never ended succeeding one another
"hand aims to transforming the idea"...
Do not allow Human creativity to face a deadline!

ON BEHALF OF SOLIDARITY WITH MILLIONS OR A BILLION REFUGEES
Promoting a culture of peace and non-violence
and knowing how to be in partnership with those suffering selfishness or local conflicts,
that are living women, children, men, by the wayside along the hopeless roads...
You did know how to do so, seven decades ago!
So, please think to welcome them with dignity and take into account the wish of their majority
which is to be able to stay or come back home.
Humans, please become conscious before it is too much late!

AT LAST ON BEHALF OF CLEVERNESS, THE PROPER CHARACTER OF HUMAN KIND
Humans "sapiens sapiens", Humans who have in heritage wisdom of cleverness,
will you know how to use it for the benefit of the coming generations,
in order for them to be informed on the basic and universal values
that carry with them a hope of peace?

On the opposite, if you forget what is your humanity made of,
Which should be the meaning of the coulomb and its olive-tree branch,
the colors of the Rainbow,
if Peace has no more sense?

Your Mother, Planet Earth
Who worries about your Future.

"Mother Earth is calling!" proposed by Janine Marin, ISOCARP (International Society of
City and Regional Planners) Representative near UNESCO; on the occasion of COP21.